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By Nikki Busuttil

SOMEtIMES, bEtWEEN All the PR spiel and false smiles, a conversation with high-profile stars can seem a 
little too good to be true. But after a few hours with Siraphun ‘Noon’ Wattanajinda and James Alexander 
Mackie, the stars of 9 Wat or ‘9 Temples’, directed by Sarayoo Jralak and due for release this March, 
it’s clear there’s no pretence about this pair. Maybe it’s because they both grew up in Thailand’s relaxed 
cultural capital, Chiang Mai, rather than the sprawling urban bustle of Bangkok. Two young, talented, 
beautiful, sensitive, understated people… It’s enough to make you green.

ON NOON:
Waistcoat tHEAtRE 

Gold leggings

tUbE GAllERY 

ON JAMES:

Black shirt with open

 corseted back tHEAtRE

Pants ZARA

Necklace MISSIlE

One is an adrenalin junkie whO had hiGh 
hOPes FOr a Career in mOtOCrOss, the Other 
a nOrthern Girl whO likes nOthinG mOre than 
a GOOd bOOk. meet the stars OF the sOOn-tO-
be-released thai mOvie 9 Wat…
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LADIES FIRST
Noon, in real life, is the daughter of a soldier 
and a maths teacher, to both of whom she 
is very close. Her parents raised in her a 
traditional, conservative manner with good 
values, and she graduated in engineering from 
university in Chiang Mai. It wasn’t until five 
years ago when she took part in and won a 
talent competition for her acting that she was 
discovered by a scout and invited to Bangkok. 

Her first acting role was one of the leads 
in a romantic comedy about students at 
university, and since then she has continued to 
soar in public interest, with a string of modeling 
jobs and parts in soap operas. “But film is my 
passion,” says the actress, “this is real acting. 
For TV, you have to over-act a little.” 9 Wat 
marks her fifth starring role in a Thai movie, 
and she loves to play different characters to 
try and avoid being typecast. For her latest 
role she has even cut off her locks and dyed 
it blond, a true departure from tradition. She 
certainly plans to continue selecting roles that 
showcase a variety of facets.

Noon not only enjoys performing, but also 
watches a lot of movies. From them, she 
draws inspiration for her own acting. Quite 
the girl next door, she enjoys a simple life, 
free of partying and drama. She’s a solitary 
person – “I don’t have many friends,” she 
openly states. Her idea of a great time is 
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sitting quietly, enjoying a good book, of 
which she has many, preferring thrillers, 
mysteries and detective novels. As a child, 
she would read Sherlock Holmes, books 
she got from her father, and takes comfort 
in the storytelling of authors like Dan 
Brown. On an average day, when her filming 
schedule permits, she takes time out to 
tend to her garden. She can also be seen 
cycling around Chatuchak Park, on her 
fold-away secondhand Japanese bicycle, 
or browsing through the stalls at the nearby 
market, all very close to her home. 

At 27 years old, Noon is the perfect 
daughter. She lives at home and enjoys 
spending time with her parents, talking 
and preparing food with them. When she 
announced her plans to head to Bangkok 
to become an actor instead of following her 
previously chosen path of engineering, her 
parents were very supportive. “They told me, 
it’s up to you – whatever makes you happy,” 
she remembers with a glowing smile. Her 
mother even offered advice for one of her 
past roles, in which she played a teacher of 
mountain children, something her mother 
has first-hand experience of. She guided 
Noon by helping her understand the basic 
needs and lifestyle of such children, as well 
as the special dialect they speak. 

Shirt MARtIN MARGIElA
Jacket lANVIN
Watch UlYSSE NARDIN

Jacket ASAVA
Bondage pants ISSUE

Platforms tHEAtRE
Necklace and ring JOGEMA

“I DON’T 
BELIEVE IN THE 
INSTITUTION OF 
MARRIAGE FOR 
MYSELF, AND I’M 
NOT TOO GOOD 
WITH KIDS OR 
ANIMALS”
   NOON WATTANAJINDA
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ON NOON:
Dress tHEAtRE

Earing MAtINA AMANItA
Cuff MIMISO

Ring tRIMODE 
Purse YVES SAINt lAURENt

ON JAMES
Suit DOlCE & GAbbANA

Shirt lANVIN
Belt bOSS blACK
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bOtH PAGES:
Dress by J. MENDEl
Jewelry by MIMISO

NEED FOR SPEED

James shares many character traits with 
Noon, but is radically different in more ways 
than one. His exotic looks comes from being 
son to a South African father of Scottish 
descent, mixed with Mongolian and Dutch, 
and a mother who is Thai, Chinese and 
Dutch. His parents are no longer together, 
and while his mother remains in Chiang Mai, 
his father is based in Bangladesh these days. 
He misses the family unit and confesses, “At 
times, it can get lonely living on your own. I 
miss not having my parents around.” 

In his spare time, however, James has no 
time to mope around the house. “I’m a big 
adrenaline junkie,” he admits, pretty much 
into anything that involves speed. ”But I have 
to be in control,” he continues, hence bungy 
jumping is not his idea of fun, although he 
would be up for skydiving, if the opportunity 
arose. Sparked at an early age, after his 
first go-karting episode at the tender age of 
four, his passions of choice include racing 
motocross, mountain bikes, road bikes 
and surfing, as well as rock climbing and 

rugby. He started racing mountain bikes 
professionally at 14, competing against 
people much older than himself. “Almost all 
of my sports are solo events,” he points out, 
“I love being on my own.” Much like Noon, he, 
too, admits to having few friends.

Since there is no real money to be made 
in mountain-bike racing in Thailand and 
scarce money to be had for sponsorship of 
motocross racing, James was forced to turn 
his hand to other pursuits to earn a living. 
Never giving up on sports, he went on to 
study art and design and landed his first ‘real’ 
job as a designer, moving into marketing and 
sales. He had also started modeling at the 
age of 16, and continued to pick up jobs on 
catwalks, for photo shoots and commercials 
whenever he was in Bangkok. 

James may not have had as much movie 
experience as Noon, as this is his first major 
role, but he is obviously no stranger to the 
camera and aspires to follow in the footsteps 
of the likes of Jackie Chan with some 
hardcore action roles in the Hong Kong film 
industry. However, he remains quite modest 
about his competence so far and was 
heaping praise upon the talents of Noon. 

“I’m a newbie and she’s pretty much a pro,” 
he assures. “When she’s acting she really 
feels it… It’s so impressive it just pulls you 
in and I just come along for the ride – she’s 
really helped me develop a lot.”

THE FORCE OF 
KARMA
9 Wat is a movie about a road trip with a 
touch of horror that explores the world of 
Buddhist beliefs, karma and making merit. 
James’ character, Nat, a young architect, 
unwillingly embarks upon a merit making 
journey to visit nine temples in seven days, 
at his mother’s behest, in order to correct 
his bad karma, accompanied by girlfriend 
Poon (Noon’s character) and a young 
monk, a former childhood friend of Nat. The 
journey not only has a profound effect on the 
characters, as a chilling tale of spirits and 
ghosts unfolds, but also affected Noon and 
James in their real lives. They both strongly 
believe in karma, and throughout production 
of the film, they were able to gain a better 
understanding of Buddha’s teachings, which 
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ON JAMES:
Silver necklace 
MISSIlE

ON NOON:
Silver LOVE rings MISSIlE
Diamante whip lA SENZA 

Watch UlYSSE NARDIN

Embellished catsuit
and platforms tHEAtRE
Vintage lace corset
AGENt PROVOCAtEUR  
Studded clutch 
GIVENCHY
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Photographer: Kittisak Srirueng
Creative Director: Kuan Teo
Fashion Editor: Jaco Myburgh
Stylist’s Asssistant: Rapinpan Kamphoo
Hair: Tip Pavadonsirisopa
Makeup: Veerakij Suntsupakij
Retouching: Ungkrit Balankura

Special thanks to Le Méridien Bangkok

ON NOON:
Dress tUbE GAllERY
Leather clutch tHEAtRE
Heels YVES SAINt lAURENt
Watch HUblOt
Ring (right hand) JOGEMA
Ring (left hand) tRIMODE

ON JAMES:
Cotton shirt with open back
and frock pants tHEAtRE
Watch HUblOt

2

time,” he advises. “I’ll grab flowers for my girl 
on the way home from work, just because...”

Marriage and kids aren’t on the horizon for 
James any time soon. He’s concerned about 
the future of the planet and feels it would be 
unfair to bring children into a world too harsh 
to handle. But if things brighten up, then by 
choice he’d have an elder daughter and a 
younger son. “The daughter would have to 
set a good example for her younger brother 
and would stay home more often to help 
take responsibility for him. The son would, in 
turn, grow up treating women properly – with 
respect.” He seems to have it all figured out.

“I don’t believe in the institution of 
marriage for myself and I’m not too good 
with kids or animals,” Noon says, smiling, 
and is instantly transported to a scene in 
the movie, where she has to hold a sedated 
calf in her lap, contorting her angelic face 
for a moment, “It smelt so bad, but acting is 
acting, you have to go with it.” She doesn’t 
mind children or animals, if they are well 
behaved and she can hand them back at the 
end of the shoot.

While Noon is blissfully happy with her 
lot and wouldn’t change a thing, except that 
she’ll be giving more focus to designing her 
own line of Thai-style interior design objects 
(no shameless plug for her company though, 
as there is no website or name yet), James 
feels he’s in a bit of a quandary. 

“I’m going through my ‘first-life crisis’ right 
now – at a tipping point.” He’ll be thrilled 
if he can make the movies work for him, 
but he’s a little frustrated that his dream of 
being a motocross champ hasn’t yet panned 
out. Sponsorship is the main obstacle, but 
he’s working on it. This entrepreneurial 
spirit also has his own company called 
“Living² Water”, which supplies bottled 
water purported to have significant health 
benefits, as it’s the same type that NASA 
provides for their astronauts – nobody 
wants a sick astronaut in space. The magic 
in the water is that it has been molecularly 
purified back to its originally intended state, 
apparently. Something to watch out for, 
along with James’ name attached to the title 
of Motocross GP World Champion 2015 – 
sponsors welcome!

was an enriching experience for them. So 
too, was the challenge of playing roles 
utterly devoid of connection to their own lives 
– a challenge they met head on with no fear.

Yet, the movie scared both of them 
witless at times, in its realism, costumes and 
cinematography. Noon felt it more so, as 
she’s incredibly afraid of ghosts and won’t let 
others even speak about them around her. 
Nonetheless, there were plenty of accounts 
of cast and crew members having seen 
ghosts and encountered spirits during filming. 

One crew member spotted a man sitting 
clutching his knees at a deserted curve in 
the road late at night far from anywhere, 
looking out into the rice paddy fields, who 
then promptly disappeared. Even the director 
is said to have returned to Bangkok, from 
some pre-production location scouting in 

screen, there was no chance of sparks off 
screen evolving between them, as they each 
have already found their special someone. 
Noon’s boyfriend is the famous Thai actor, 
Top, of the renowned movie 6, and James 
is dating a childhood friend, Suzy. “She’s 
very beautiful,” confirms Noon, but that’s 
about it – this is one area of their lives 
that was rather off-limits for discussion, as 
they treasure their privacy. But safe to say 
that they will definitely be celebrating this 
Valentine’s Day with their other halves.

Romance and passion are very significant 
in both of their lives, as they admit to being 
initiators when it comes to being romantic, 
and to possessing passion by the bucket 
load. Noon and James have quite different 
ideas about how this manifests itself, 
except in the fact that they believe showing 
affection should not be something reserved 
only for special days of the year. Noon likes 
to strap on a backpack with her guy and 
take a train to Chiang Mai for some alone-
time, just like a regular non-celebrity couple, 
while James prefers to head for the beach 
and some one-on-one time in Hua Hin, 
dining at sunset on the sand.

If you are wondering what it takes to date 
the likes of these two rising stars, Noon is 
fascinated by a smart mind and thoughtful 
interlocutor. “Looks are not so important,” 
she adds, “and he mustn’t show off – if he 
tries to show he knows too much or has 
too much power, then I’m not interested.” 
For James, it’s all in the eyes. “Look into 
someone’s eyes and you just know. They 
tell you the truth, they tell you lies, they 
tell you when something is wrong”. He is 
attracted by strong, confident women and is 
turned on by a challenge. “But there’s a fine 
line between confidence and arrogance,” 
which is the ultimate turn-off for him. “Kate 
Beckinsale in Underworld is a pretty good 
representation of my idea of sexy,” he 
jokingly mentions. For Noon though, sexy 
is nothing obvious, it’s more implied. She 
doesn’t feel like a sexy person herself and 
wouldn’t know where to begin if she had 
to try and seduce a man. “I’m a T-shirt and 
jeans kind of girl! I can act sexy for a photo 
shoot or film, but it’s not the real me.”

The ideal date for Noon is to sit 
somewhere quietly, no matter where, with 
her boyfriend and talk about what’s on their 
minds, their relationship and their feelings, 
and dedicate 100 percent of their time to 
each other. “Time is precious – it’s the 
ultimate gift,” she states categorically, wise 
beyond her years. James pictures a small 
desert island in Bora Bora with jetskis and 
other watersports readily on hand with a 
spot of sunset dining, chilled music and no 
interruptions. “If you don’t have much time in 
your busy schedule, then you have to make 

northeast Thailand, with three spirits that 
had latched themselves onto him, and to 
shake them off he had to go to temple. The 
movie, by all accounts, has broad spectrum 
appeal, for Thai and foreign audiences. It’s 
the kind of film a guy could take a girl along 
to, knowing that she’d need to stay close for 
the spooky moments…

BE MY 
VALENTINE
Despite the fact that Noon and James 
each love to be alone, they are easy to 
be around and prolific conversationalists, 
with plenty of tales of their own to tell. It is 
little wonder then that they are both well 
and truly spoken for. Although a couple on 

THE JOURNEY NOT ONLY HAS 
A PROFOUND EFFECT ON THE 
CHARACTERS, AS A CHILLING TALE OF 
SPIRITS AND GHOSTS UNFOLDS, BUT 
ALSO AFFECTED NOON AND JAMES IN 
THEIR REAL LIVES

2
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